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I before e except mug

You know that old rule in grammar, I before e, except after c. This means that if you are unsure if a word is spelled with the sequence ei or ie, the correct order is i.e. unless the previous letter is c, in which case it is ei. Confused? Me, too. I was never good at this either, but at least it's not math or I'd be completely lost. This unique mug has
a fun take on the old grammar rule. It reads: I before E unless you deceive eight overweight heirs to forfeit their sovereign conceit. Grammar aficionados will get a nice laugh and maybe even a LOL of it and who knows, it can even help teach others about the old English language rule and how many exceptions that rule actually have. The
grammar mug makes a great gift for office workers, pranksters, or anyone who loves puns and puns. The fun mug is sure to be a hit in any teacher's lounge or campus campus as well. The Before E exception coffee mug is a good reminder that the English language is strange, and has more exceptions to rules. Have a nice laugh with
your morning coffee and have a deep thought or two about the strangeness of our language. There are also a few different designs and versions available on Amazon and Etsy that you can check out depending on your formulation preference, color preference, and font preference. GET THIS ONE THIS GET THIS ONE HEREGET THIS
ONE HEREGET THIS ONE HERE © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Does your mug make a statement? Express yourself with unique and affordable Coffee Mugs and I before E Except After C Mugs from CafePress. Our versatile selection has something for everyone. We carry 11 oz ceramic mugs, 15 oz ceramic mugs, 20
oz ceramic mugs, and 17 oz latte mugs. Our ceramic I Before E Except After C Mugs, microwave-proof, upper shelf dishwasher is safe, and has easy-to-hold grip handles. While we don't carry porcelain coffee mugs, our pottery I Before E Except After C Mugs is an excellent substitute for your kitchen for sipping a hot drink of coffee, hot
tea, or hot chocolate in the morning or winter evenings. Whether you want to express your funny side with humorous I Before E Except After C Mugs, share your love for a favorite movie or TV show with a pop culture latte mug, design some 15 oz custom I Before E Except After C Mugs for a special occasion, or create a personalceramic
mega mug to brew tea in for that favorite person in your life We've covered you. Our unique artwork content numbers in the millions, which means we have something for everyone. If by any chance we don't have the trending topic, occasion, or event you're looking for available on our I Before E Except After C Mugs, we even allow you to
create a design from scratch using our quick and simple custom designer. Promote something special about you or your family with a custom coffee or travel mug from our high high selection of I Before E Except After C Mugs. What are you waiting for, enjoy what makes life special, celebrate your individuality, or embrace your creative
itching with our unique high quality I Before E Except After C Mugs! Tags: English teacher, english teacher, english is strange, i before e, i before e, english, weird and wonderful, weird, english nerd, english, english english, funny english, english professor, funny teacher, best english teacher, funny grammar, funny english, english
literature, spelling, teacher, grammar, education, school, teaching, sarcasm, sarcastic, funny, humor, back to school, class, classroom, professor, elementary, middle, secondary school, schools, teachers, teachers, teachers, teachers , educators, grades, forst, second, third, fourth, students, student, typography, weird, however, tough,
thought thought
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